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Javascript is required to submit files. On the Well-Tempered Clavier's title page, J.S. Bach wrote that these works were "…for the profit and use of the musical youth eager to learn as well as for the pastime of those already skilled in this study." How we interpret the meaning of "learning" and "pastime" is up to each of us. For me, the most striking
characteristic of this work is its perfect relationship between counterpoint and harmony. I have always desired to understand the mechanisms behind this relationship, to find the source of Bach’s harmonic awareness, and to then play these compositions with this understanding.The current prevailing paradigm is that the scores of the WTC are
essentially composed of pitches and intervals directly projected from Bach’s mind into different voices. Under this paradigm, the harmony is widely considered, at least in many of Bach's fugues, to be the inexplicable result of the constant encounters between the different voices, thus disregarding any possibility to find structured harmonic
progressions in the preludes and fugues. Therefore, any harmonic study is reduced to a theoretical exercise, with no link to the mental process of the composition’s creation or performance.Despite the alleged insignificance, the urge to understand Bach’s harmonic thinking is hardly a new one. In 1773, a student of Kirnberger's, J.A.P. Schulz wrote a
treatise at his teacher's request. This treatise, "Die wahren Grundsätze zum Gebrauch der Harmony", (The true principles for the practice of harmony) includes harmonic interpretations of Bach’s Fugues in B Minor, bk. I, and in A Minor, bk. II. As part of this harmonic study, the treatise adds a realized thorough bass and two figured fundamental
basses on independent staffs to each fugue.By the time I read this treatise, I had already begun to discover that logical progressions of implied fundamental basses—which I believed were representations of a mental process—lay at the core of many of Bach’s compositions. Schulz’s work was an important step, as his thorough bass showed that these
fugues could be understood beyond the given contrapuntal lines, but he did not describe the progressional logic to be found across entire compositions. I accomplished the next step by completely dissociating the bass from a staff, since writing these basses on a staff contradicts their abstract nature. This also avoids any confusion with the natural
resonance's bass.By seeking to break away from conventional understandings of Bach's compositional process, I was able to come at the problem from a new direction. Through my search for how Bach’s melodic lines may have resulted from a far deeper mental process, I was led toward the mental-bass concept, and these mental basses allowed me to
formulate harmonic solutions for all 96 pieces of the WTC.This edition of the Prelude and Fugue in C Major from the Well-Tempered Clavier, bk. I, presents a full score harmonic interpretation illustrated by a new graphical concept (explained with a quick reference card) within the score itself, permitting study and understanding of the harmony’s
logic through the music itself, and without "blather". In addition, an unannotated score is also provided. I have also written a brief booklet, which is divided as follows. The first section explains any difficulties that may be seen in the prelude’s graphical analysis. The next part is dedicated to reconstructing the fugue’s compositional process step by
step, as informed by the mental bass. The third section contains a brief demonstration of how the fugue’s modal roots influenced its composition in the eighteenth century, as illustrated by various historical sources. Finally, I have provided a glossary, partly to define terms and concepts created for this study, and partly to provide easy reference to
terms that are difficult to find elsewhere. Your are successfully subscribed for email notifications. We will send you a notification as soon as this product is available again. Save $300 — PLUS FREE PIANO Toolkit!Billed at $299 yearlySave big with our most popular plan. Plus, for a limited time, get the tonebase Piano Toolkit free with your 14-day
trial!Unlock 9 PDFs, and 6 exclusive lessons, and hours of learning to take your playing to the next level.Start 14-Day Free Trial →Start 14-Day Free Trial → Click on image to zoom By Johann Sebastian Bach / ed. Willard A. Palmer The Editor, Willard A. Palmer, explains that "this is the most frequently performed of all the preludes and fugues from the
two volumes of J. S. Bach's "The Well-Tempered Clavier." This excellent edition contains an explanation of the source manuscripts from which it has been prepared, a wonderful lesson on fugal construction, and numerous footnotes, as well as editorial additions in gray print. Keyboard composition by Johann Sebastian Bach This article needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.Find sources: "Prelude and Fugue in C minor, BWV 847" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (April 2018) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Prelude and Fugue in C
Minor, BWV 847, is a keyboard composition written by Johann Sebastian Bach. It is the second prelude and fugue in the first book of The Well-Tempered Clavier, a series of 48 preludes and fugues by the composer. Analysis Prelude The prelude is 38 bars long, and consists mostly of a repeating motif. The motif consists of running sixteenth notes in
the form of broken chords in both hands. Below are the first four bars of the prelude: The first four bars of the prelude. Listen (help·info) The prelude continues like so for 33 bars, with different harmony and changes of key. The coda begins at the 34th bar, where a sudden change of texture and tempo occurs. In the first bar of the coda, an
arpeggiated chord is followed by a rapid succession of thirty-second notes. This new motif is repeated twice, after which a succession of sixteenth notes ends the prelude on a picardy third. Fugue The fugue is 31 bars long, and is written for 3 voices. Below is the two measure subject of the fugue, which starts in the middle voice: The subject of the
fugue. Listen (help·info) Just like most fugues in the baroque period, the subject is then repeated in the top voice in the dominant key (G minor), and then repeated once more in the lowest voice, again in the home key. The fugue then continues with a development, and then another repetition of the subject in the home key. Just like the prelude, the
fugue ends with a picardy third. References Bach, Johann Sebastian. "Prelude and Fugue No. 2 in C Minor." The Well Tempered Clavier, Books 1 and 2. Ed. Saul Novak. External links Well-Tempered Clavier, Book I: Scores at the International Music Score Library Project Prelude and Fugue No. 2 in C Minor Sheet Music (PDF) Retrieved from "
Everyone can see this score","license_string":" None (All rights reserved)","license_url":"","is_user_follow":false,"as_pro":true,"isAddedToFavorite":false,"isAddedToSpotlight":false,"is_banned_user":false,"genres":
[{"name":"classical","url_to_search":"/sheetmusic/classical"}],"secret":null,"blocker_info":null,"opened_dispute":false,"pr_show":false,"score_of_the_day":{"id":42055,"user_id":21171171,"score_id":5634470,"type":2,"date_created":1562581079,"date_updated":1562581741,"date_converted":1562581741,"date_status_updated":1562581741,"title":"BTS Heartbeat (WORLD OST ) | Piano Tutorial + Sheet music","subtitle":"BTS - Heartbeat by arranged by min jiyoon [Piano Tutorial + Sheet music]","description":"Piano tutorial for Heartbeat by BTS (World OST)\rTry the interactive tutorial, or download the sheet music here: \rMore than 500 000 tutorials are available for free on \rThe original sheet
music made by min jiyoon: rSupport arranger on on YouTube - Heartbeat,piano tutorial,BTS - Heartbeat piano tutorial,synthesia","as_media_source":0,"processing_status":4},"is_download_limited":false,"error_description":null,"copyright_details":[],"private_link_secret":null,"type_download_list":[{"type":"mscz","url":" and Fugue in C minor, BWV
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